ELEVENPATHS AND HASTEN GROUP HAVE SIGNED A STRATEGIC
AGREEMENT FOR TECHNOLOGY COOPERATION


With this new agreement, ElevenPaths, the cybersecurity unit of Telefónica and
Hasten Group, benchmark in Big Data, reinforce the goal of both companies in the
development of innovative technologies in cybersecurity, code analysis, and
development and implementation of mobile applications.

Madrid, 31 de enero de 2016
ElevenPaths, the Cybersecurity unit of Telefónica, and Hasten Group, a leading technology consultancy company
specializing in Big Data, SmartCities, Digital Transformation, Mobile Application Development and Web
Development, have signed a technology cooperation agreement. This new strategic alliance reinforces the goal of
both companies in the development of new innovative technologies in cybersecurity, code analysis, and
development and implementation of mobile applications.
Thanks to this new agreement, ElevenPaths and Hasten Group will work together to provide knowledge, synergies
and technical resources for the service of new security solutions and the commercialization of proprietary
developments. For example, FOSSID, Hasten Group’s open software analysis tool, is integrated with Faast to
protect in one single service the vulnerability of free and open source software (FOSS) and its licensing compliance.
MobeeApps, Mobile Connect and Latch will offer custom projects of mobile apps that will natively incorporate dual
factor identity protection and countermeasures for unauthorized access to digital services.
FOSSID is the most powerful, fast and reliable Hasten Group’s technical tool for the audit of the presence of free
code in the software of products developed by a company. FOSSID is the most advanced free code analysis and
detection system on the market.
MobeeApps is the app generator that helps to create web and native apps with no need for previous programming
knowledge. Thanks to its automatic processing, anyone can register and start using the platform.
Both ElevenPaths and Hasten Group will include these services in their respective portfolios to expand the
spectrum of technological solutions, consulting and state-of-the-art development, thus boosting the cutting-edge
services and solutions by both companies.

About ElevenPaths
At ElevenPaths, Telefónica Cybersecurity Unit, we believe in the idea of challenging the current state of security,
an attribute that must always be present in technology. We’re always redefining the relationship between security
and people, with the aim of creating innovative security products which can transform the concept of security, thus
keeping us one step ahead of attackers, who are increasingly present in our digital life.
More information:
www.elevenpaths.com

@ElevenPaths
blog.elevenpaths.com

About Telefónica
Telefónica is one of the largest telecommunications companies in the world by market capitalization and number
of customers with a comprehensive offering and quality of connectivity that is delivered over world class fixed,
mobile and broadband networks. As a growing company it prides itself on providing a differential experience based
both on its corporate values and a public position that defends customer interests.
The company has a significant presence in 21 countries and over 322 million accesses around the world. Telefónica
has a strong presence in Spain, Europe and Latin America, where the company focuses an important part of its
growth strategy.
Telefónica is a 100% listed company, with more than 1.5 million direct shareholders. Its share capital currently
comprises 4,975,199,197 ordinary shares traded on the Spanish Stock Market and on those in London, New York,
Lima, and Buenos Aires.
More information:
+34 91 482 38 00
prensatelefonica@telefonica.com
pressoffice.telefonica.com

About Hasten Group
Hasten Group is a technology consultancy firm specializing in Big Data, Smart Cities, Digital Transformation, Mobile
Application Development and Web Development, among others. A group of experts from business, innovation and
technology consultancy, which through digital strategy and business opportunities achieve technological
excellence, working to develop the best solutions with agile methodology. Their added value lies in getting the
widest consensus with their clients, partners and employees, thus fostering continuous improvements in
organization and operations. With centers in Madrid and Barcelona, their international projection is extensive. To
be in Hasten Group is to be part of a sector benchmark with a large client portfolio, both externally and in closed
projects for end clients and first-rate multinationals. We believe in h2h, human to human. We are creative. We are
responsive.
More information:
+34 91 350 23 55
administracion@grupohasten.com
@HastenGroup
grupohasten.com

